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Stage 3: Business Case 

This stage of a project is where the detailed project planning will be undertaken, including appraisal of project delivery options 
and assessment of value for money; environmental impact; development of the project plan or timetable; resource planning; risk 
and stakeholder analysis; and development of the project structure and governance. The Business Case for the project will be 
compiled from these elements.  

The size and complexity of the Business Case will depend very much on the project type and category. For major capital 
projects, it will be quite extensive, and will need to include detailed financial, environmental and technical analysis.  In other 
cases, a much simpler analysis will be enough to answer three key questions which the Business Case needs to address: 

 Do we have a viable and worthwhile project?  

 What are its environmental impacts; positive and negative? 

 Is it measurable and will it achieve council objectives?  

The key elements of the Business Case are as follows: 
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Options Appraisal 

 Clear, measurable objectives, including environmental aspects 

 Weighted evaluation criteria  

 Options for intervention  

 Robust cost estimates (including whole life costs)  

 Value for Money analysis  

 

Delivery planning 

 Confirm scope and exclusions  

 Product / output definition  

 Timescales and stages  

 Resource requirements (capital and revenue)  

 Funding plan  

 Project team / structure; identify relevant participants 

 Risk identification and management, to include environmental issues 

 Application of lessons learned from previous projects  
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Consultation and engagement 

 Stakeholder analysis  

 Member involvement  

 Partnership arrangements  

 Governance, reporting and approvals for all relevant policies 
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On-line system and data entry 

The on-line system that went live in November 2012 is intended to enable the straight-forward input of existing Project 

Management System (PMS) data.  Once uploaded it will be held in a secure central database and will form an essential part of the 

project Governance process. 

In common with other PMS Gateways, the Business Case for a project (Gateway 3) is uploaded onto the system using a number 

of pre-defined pages or sections.  For the Business Case there are seven sections.  The notes that follow below are intended to 

provide a step by step guide to enable completion of the document and submission to the appropriate Project Board and 

Programme Board for their written approval. 
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Section 1 – Project title and key contacts 
 
Project name – enter the formal name of the project, this should be the same as that used previously at Gateway 1 and 2 
although project title occasionally change during the lifetime of a project 
 
 
Project category - enter the category of the project, this is identified at Gateway 2 (Project proposal) and will have been formally 
confirmed by the relevant Theme or Programme Board on sign-off of this gateway. 
 
There are four project categories, A to D.  These are as follows; 
 

Category A = high risk, high cost, high impact projects; require a Project Board and will be monitored by the 
Project Review Group (in addition to the Programme Board).  The Theme Board may also be 
involved in gateway approvals; 

 
Category B = projects also to be monitored by the Project Review Group, but do not require a separate 

Project Board; 
 
Category C = projects approved and monitored by the Programme Board only; and 

Category D = projects will be approved by the Programme Board, but ongoing monitoring will be by divisional 

management teams (as part of “business as usual” delivery, such as the Local Transport Plan 

investment programme), with reporting to the Programme Board by exception only.  

Programme (or Theme) – identify the correct Programme from the drop-down menu.  The Programme Board should be the same 
one that considered previous Gateways (Project Mandate, 1 and Project proposal, 2) although occasionally projects move from 
one programme to another as they develop or management structures are changed 
 
 
LINK TO COUNCIL PRIORITIES (select one only) – Many projects will repsond tp anumber of Council Priorities.  However 
please select only the main one that applies at this point on the form 
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Project manager – enter the full name and NCC Job Title of the project manager responsible for the day-to-day delivery of the 
project 
 
 
Project sponsor - enter the full name and Job Title/role of the person that instigated and oversees the project.  If this is Councilor 
or an external individual also identify the senior staff member within NCC that has “ownership” of the project 
 
 
Contact Tel – enter the full telephone number and extension of Project Manager 
 
 
Completed by – this will usually be the Project Manager, and will be populated automatically using your log-in details 
 
 
Date – this will be populated automatically by the software as you upload data 
 
 
Email – this will usually be the Project Manager, and will be populated automatically using your log-in details 
 
 
Confirm email - this will usually be the Project Manager, and will be populated automatically using your log-in details 
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Section 2 – Options appraisal 
 
 
Fundamental to the successful delivery of a project is the early review of potential options.  In some, limited cases options are 
limited by the brief provided by the project sponsor or client body.  Even in these cases if the project manager or the project team 
believes there may be other ways of delivering the project that may be more economic, more productive or sustainable these 
should be discussed.   
 
Significant time and resources can be saved if initial assumptions are challenged at the start of a project.  If this is not done at the 
start of the process then it may not be possible to change the project at a later date, or change will incur delay and additional cost. 
 
 
Have you carried out an options appraisal? – You are asked to check one of the boxes, “Yes” or “No” 
 
If you check “Yes” you will be asked to attach a copy of your detailed options appraisal and then completed the summary text 
fields below. 
 
If you check “No” a further text field appears, entitled “Reason why not possible”.  This is to be completed with a comprehensive 
explanation as to why it has not been possible to consider alternative means of delivering the project. 
 
 
Project Outcomes – earlier PMS stages (Project mandate, G1 and Project proposal, G2) describe the project and define what it 
consists of.  The Project mandate also asks why the project is needed.  
 
In order to consider alternative options for delivering the project it is first necessary to clearly define the Outcomes (objectives) for 
the project.  For many projects these have been scoped in the initial brief or have been published as a part of the consultation 
process.  
 
If this is not the case the project team should draft a set of clear, measurable Outcomes (objectives).  As a minimum these should 
be agreed by the Project Board, and for larger, contentious projects elected members may also wish to review the Outcomes 
(objectives) before they are finalised.    
 
In this section you should clearly identify how the implementation of the project will contribute to the relevant Council priorities. 
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Also show ho the environmental impact (Green Thread issues) have been taken into account. 
 
In order to comply with corporate environmental management policies, projects and options must be assessed to determine their 
environmental impact, positive and negative, and establish appropriate mitigation measures when appropriate.  An evaluation of 
this type can only be undertaken by those with relevant experience and qualification.  Each project should be adequately 
resourced to provide the required level of expertise and identify the individual or organisation that has undertaken the 
evaluation of these important issues.   
 
It is important to recognise that all projects, programmes and on-going work have impacts on the environment. A relatively small 
but complex and sensitive project can have a greater environmental impact to a larger, straight-forward project. Consequently the 
level and extent of environmental management required for a project is not a simple reflection of the scale of a project. 

 
For each project, an environmental assessment should be completed and included as part of the project documentation, 
and you should expect the project board to request to see this information. The table below sets out the way in which 
environmental issues should be assessed as part of the evaluation process (needs to be developed for specific issues that relate 
to individual project). 
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Briefly describe impact Briefly describe Mitigation measures 
     
Emission of Climate 
Changing Gases? 

Yes/No +ve/-ve            

     
Vulnerability to the effects 
of climate change? 

Yes/No +ve/-ve            

     
Consumption of non- Yes/No +ve/-ve            

44249
Sticky Note
Emission of Climate Changing Gases? Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere reflect solar radiation back towards earth, rather than allowing it to escape into space. Increased concentration of these gases is causing our climate to change. This includes the following gases: •	carbon dioxide - typically, this is emitted by burning fossil fuels •	methane - typically, this is emitted by waste decomposing in landfills The Council's Citywide Climate Change strategy sets out the main interventions needed to reduce these emissions, but distinct projects also have a role to play in securing this reduction.Does your proposal: •	Consume significant amounts of electricity, gas or oil? •	Use construction materials? •	Consume fuel for transport? •	Create bio-degradable waste to landfill? 

44249
Sticky Note
Newcastle's Resilience to the impacts of climate change?Even if we reduce our emissions today, the legacy of past greenhouse gas emissions means that we are still committed to inevitable climate change until at least 2040. Attempts to cut emissions over the next few decades are fundamental to averting dangerous climate change in the future. Already our seasons and oceans are being affected in the UK with trends towards: • Hotter, drier summers • Milder, wetter winters • Sea level riseClimate change is also likely to increase the frequency and severity of extreme weather events such as: • Flooding caused by extreme rainfall and storm surges (compounded by sea level rise) • Heatwaves, droughts and storms The peak and subsequent decline in the availability of oil and other resources is likely to result in: • Higher food prices, which have the potential to worsen poverty and ill-health • Higher transport costs, potentially leading to isolation within poorer and more vulnerable communities ● Higher fuel prices, potentially leading to colder, damper and less healthy homes Proposals need therefore to consider the threats (and sometimes opportunities) brought about by climate change and energy security and the measures which need to be taken to reduce risk and adapt to a changing climate and reduced energy availability. Consideration needs to be given when developing proposals which have an enduring impact into the future e.g. significant investments and long-term policies/strategies. More detailed information on projected Climate Change impacts for Newcastle is available from the Central Policy Unit.Does your proposal: • Site buildings or operations in flood risk areas? • Increase water run-off by creating more impermeable surfaces? • Remove trees or result in the loss of green spaces? • Remove spaces where food could be grown within the city? • Remove/degrade wildlife corridors and habitats? • Increase the use of mains energy and water? • Construct buildings unable to cope well with temperature variations/ place people at risk from heat stress, or require artificial cooling in hotter summers? • Depend upon complex supply chains, significant amounts of travel and transport networks/modes vulnerable to disruption by bad weather or fuel scarcity? • Reduce community resilience, e.g. increase the risk of social care staff being unable to reach vulnerable people? 

44249
Sticky Note
Consumption of non-renewable resources?Some resources are renewable (e.g. wood), some are non-renewable but recyclable (e.g. steel) and others are non-renewable and not easily recyclable (e.g. some plastics) Does your proposal: •	Use fossil fuels, and/ or products made from them (many plastics and chemicals)? •	Building materials such as metals, stone, concrete and cement? •	Use non-recyclable materials? 

44249
Sticky Note
Consumption of non-renewable resources?Ideas For Mitigation: •	Use renewable materials such as sustainable timber •	Reduce the quantities of non-renewable materials through design and avoiding excess waste •	Use recycled materials instead of virgin, e.g. recycled paper 

44249
Sticky Note
Resilience to the impacts of climate change?Ideas For Mitigation • Build away from flood risk areas, or if not possible, ensure that flood resilience is incorporated into proposals. Use sustainable drainage techniques such as permeable paving and green roofs. • Contribute to urban cooling through tree planting, creation of green spaces and cool roofs (reflective surfaces). • Create/enhance wildlife corridors and habitats. • Reduce your dependency on mains supply through efficiency measures e.g. reducing energy and water consumption plus onsite generation/storage e.g. renewables and rainwater harvesting/greywater recycling. Also consider the need for back-up supplies during emergencies including maintaining communication systems. • Deliver buildings which are fit-for-purpose for not only today's weather conditions but more extreme events in the future e.g. overheating, wind damage, intense rainfall etc. • Reduce the need to travel and build resilience into travel planning e.g. emergency plans. • Create appropriate density and smart design to enable active and non oil-dependent transport modes by users. • Make better use of existing buildings. • Put measures in place to improve community resilience and support networks. Ensure adequate measures (such as home adaptations) are in place to protect vulnerable people

44249
Sticky Note
Emission of Climate Changing Gases?Ideas For Mitigation •	Minimise the consumption of electricity and gas. E.g. Thermally efficient buildings. BREEAM. •	Consider the embodied energy in your selection of construction materials •	Increase the use of renewable energy •	Reduce the need to travel or making a site easily accessible by public transport •	Specify fuel efficient or alternative fuelled vehicles Ensure that waste is minimised, and sent for recycling rather than landfill
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renewable resources? 
     
Production, recycling or 
disposal of waste 

Yes/No +ve/-ve            

     
The appearance of the 
city? 

Yes/No +ve/-ve            

     
Pollution to land, water, or 
air? 

Yes/No +ve/-ve            

     
Wildlife and habitats?  
 

Yes/No +ve/-ve            

     
 Yes/No +ve/-ve   
     
 Yes/No +ve/-ve   
     
 Yes/No +ve/-ve   

 
 
Project options  
 
It is very important that the various options for delivery are considered in detail at this stage to ensure the most appropriate 
solution is identified and taken forward. 
 
Use the text field to identify and provide a brief description of each of the options that has been considered in the linked detailed 
options appraisal; see Have you carried out an options appraisal? above 
 
Do not consider options for the various part of a project but rather consider options for the whole project.  For example do not 
consider different ways to build a new school and then, separately consider the long-term revenue and environmental issues.  We 
need to consider projects as a whole; taking into account whole-life costs, environmental impact. 
 

44249
Sticky Note
Production, recycling or disposal of waste?Producing waste, whether recycled or not, creates environmental impacts and costs money. Does your proposal: • Create significant amounts of waste? • Create waste that will be recycled? 

44249
Sticky Note
The appearance of the city?Certain proposals will impact on the city's appearance, for example construction of buildings. Does your proposal: • Create a significant visible impact? • Change the likelihood of litter, fly-tipping or vandalism? 

44249
Sticky Note
Pollution of Land? Pollution to land can occur from agricultural, industrial or commercial activity, or by disturbing existing contamination. This can pose a risk to human health and the environment, directly or through contaminated water. Under the Environmental Protection Act 1990, the Council is the Does your proposal: • Disturb land which may have been contaminated by previous activity? E.g. a former industrial site that is being redeveloped. • Involve a process which generates pollutants with a potential to contaminate? • Involve the storage of materials that would contaminate, if accidentally released? Pollution of Water Environments? Pollution of water damages aquatic plants and animals, and can harm human health, if the water is used for drinking, or recreation. Water pollution can be caused in a variety of ways. For example, sewage, effluent and greywater discharges, or construction activities. Does your proposal: • Create a sewage or effluent discharge? Are the discharge points connected correctly (i.e. foul water and not surface water)? Is it a heat discharge? • Use or store materials that could leak and contaminate watercourses? • Involve processes that could contaminate surface water drains? E.g. excessive dust and mud from a construction site. • Generate diffuse pollution, e.g. Run-off from a car park? • Enclose, cover or intrude upon a watercourse? • Damage river banks, beds & associated habitats? Pollution of Air? Air Quality is a public health issue. The recently published UK air quality strategy estimates that 7 - 8 months of life is lost on average per person in the UK due to poor air quality, and health costs for air quality are estimated at being around £20 billion per year. The main cause of such pollution is road transport, with targets being set in the Tyne and Wear Local Transport Plan.Does your proposal: • Impact on traffic flow or speed? • Change vehicle fleet composition? • Change the likely need or demand for travel by users, staff or suppliers? • Impact upon industrial atmospheric emissions? • Create dust from construction? • Release volatile chemicals, for example from the use of solvents? Pollution: Noise?There is increasing evidence that noise has adverse effects on health, particularly on cardiovascular disease. Other effects include sleep disturbance, cognitive functioning andmental health. Over 210 million people in Europe are exposed to levels of noise that present a risk to their health. It includes noise from surface transport and construction, as well as issues such as neighbour noise and late-night activity. Traffic noise affects more people than any other source of noise.Does your proposal:● Make changes in levels of transport noise?● Create construction noise?● Create changes that may result in increased neighbour noise? For example, late night activity.

44249
Sticky Note
Wildlife and Habitats? • Under new legislation, we are obliged to conserve biodiversity in exercising our functions. In addition, a number of species and habitats are also legally protected as a result of their rarity, vulnerability or persecution. • Trees make our city more attractive, keep us in touch with the changing seasons, provide essential shade in the summer and help remove pollutants from the air. They are valued by our citizens. The Council supports an exceptionally rich variety of wildlife and habitats, which contributes to the City's biodiversity (defined as the variety of life, from genetic variation to communities of organisms). Biodiversity can deliver important environmental, social, and economic benefits. For example, it is known that contact with nature can provide positive psychological, physical, and educational benefits. Our native species and/or habitats may be at risk from: • habitat loss and fragmentation • disturbance • degradation through lack of appropriate management • pollution • Invasive non-native species • climate change Does your proposal: • Affect legally protected species or habitats (see Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981; The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994; and the Protection of Badgers Act, 1992)? • Affect sites designated for nature conservation (SPAs, Ramsar, SAC, SSSI, LNR, SNCIs, WNS)? • Impact on priority species or habitats listed in the UK or Local Biodiversity Action Plan • The ability of species and habitats to adapt to the effects of climate change (i.e. by reducing the effectiveness of the City's green corridors)? • Result in the loss of trees? • Create opportunities to incorporate existing trees or plant new trees? 

44249
Sticky Note
Wildlife and Habitats? Ideas For Mitigation: • Consider opportunities for ecological enhancement • Use the Newcastle Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) for guidance on wildlife interests and accessibility • Conduct an ecological assessment if there is a potential detrimental impact on biodiversity • Check if you need a licence from Natural England, if you are affecting protected species • Examine existing trees to see if they are worthy of retention • Plant new trees if possible

44249
Sticky Note
Pollution of Land? Ideas for Mitigation: • The Council's Contaminated land team can advise on issues related to contaminated land • Ensure that procedures are in place to ensure that any potentially polluting materials are securely stored. Pollution of Water Environments? Ideas For Mitigation: • Enhance & restore watercourses if possible. • Ensure that procedures are in place to ensure that any potentially polluting materials are securely stored. • Ensure that your site has an accurate drainage plan, and that pollutants are kept away from surface water drains. Have pollution control equipment available to contain spills. • Ensure that sewage or effluent is discharged to foul sewer, and/ or obtain the appropriate permit to discharge. • Incorporate sustainable drainage techniques, such as reed beds, permeable paving & swales. • Establish vegetation along riverbanks • Maintain a buffer zone between developments and river banks Pollution of Air? Ideas For Mitigation: • Provide for changes to more sustainable modes of transport • Switch to less polluting vehicles • Design your proposal so that congestion is reduced • Damp down dust Ensure that any air emissions are appropriately licensedPollution: Noise?Ideas For Mitigation:● Transport: speed reduction, calming, driver behaviour.● Construction: hours of operation - consider something like the Considerate Construction Scheme● Noise proofing/ barriers

44249
Sticky Note
The appearance of the city?Ideas For Mitigation: ● Ensure that the proposal is appropriate to its surroundings in scale and visual appearance 

44249
Sticky Note
Production, recycling or disposal of waste?Ideas For Mitigation: • Design the proposal so that creation of waste is minimised • Investigate options for re-using materials on-site • Segregate waste to enable recycling and re-use • Use readily reusable or recyclable materials (and ensure that reuse or recycling takes place). • Compost biodegradeable waste such as food. • Ensure raw materials are stored carefully to avoid spoilage • Explore options for re-using 'waste' products which could be used as base materials for another industry (The National Industrial Symbiosis Programme can provide support on this - http://www.nispnetwork.com/) Note: ensure that any waste management activities are compliant with relevant legislation.
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Each project MUST complete a proper analysis of how outputs of each option deliver against corporate priorities, refer Link to 
Administration Priorities (refer start of Stage 3: Business Case) 
 
 
Evaluation criteria – in order to ensure each option is evaluated against the same criteria, these should be identified and applied 
equitably.    
 
For a straight-forward, small scale project it may be sufficient to consider only costs and quality when evaluation options.  An 
example of this approach is provided by the exemplar project. 
 
Large-scale and complex projects or those of a contentious nature are likely to need a more sophisticated evaluation.  In these 
cases there is likely to be wider evaluation criteria, for example; costs; quality; risk; environmental aspects; and programme.  Each 
of these key areas will then be broken down in to greater detail.  An example of this approach is provided in Appendix B to these 
guidance notes 
 
 
 
Cost estimates – use the table provided to summarise the capital and revenue cost elements of the options that has been 
considered in the linked, detailed options appraisal; see Have you carried out an options appraisal? above.   
 
An example of a completed table is provided by the exempla project. 
 
 
Preferred option – This section enables you to summarise how you have identified the preferred option.  
 
If the evaluation process is complex or does not select the option which is the most economically advantageous, then a detailed 
explanation will be required. 
 
 
Value for money - It is important to be able to demonstrate that the Preferred option represents Value for Money (VfM). 
 
Use this section to summarise how VfM will be ensured for this project. 
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Section 3 – Delivery planning 
 
 
Project scope – describe what the project involves. Include all stages of the process, not just the physical works. i.e. include 
planning, design and monitoring elements. 
 
Often the most straight-forward approach is to describe the various elements of a project, from concept to completion in 
chronological or time order.  This can be done against specific dates (refer Project plan, below) or as a sequence of bullet points 
 
 
Exclusions – It is equally important to identify what a project does not include.  This enables clear communication with the wider 
project team and avoids unnecessary confusion about the scope of the project.  If there is any disagreement at this stage it can be 
addressed. 
 
 
Product Plan  
 
Identify the key elements (or “outputs”) that will enable the progress of the project to be monitored.   
 
For each key element (“output”) identify what will be used to demonstrate its completion (termed “immediate product”).   This will 
usually be in the form of paperwork, such as committee decisions recorded in minutes, a completion certificate for physical works 
or perhaps attendance records to demonstrate the start of a training programme. 
 
For large or complex projects, a detailed product plan will be required.  A generic template is available through the link provided. 
 
 
Project Plan – (or programme) defines when each element of a project will take place.   
 
In most cases a project programme is best shown in a graphical form  For most projects this can be achieved with a simple bar-
chart or GANTT chart (links to templates are provided).  Append the Plan to this section and summarise the key activities in the 
table provided. 
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Project Team – identify the various members of the project team, their roles and the level of their input into the project (as days to 
be worked (FTE is Full Time Equivalent). 
 
It is important that all relevant members of the team are identified (both internal and external).  Reference to the project’s 
Management Structure can be a useful check-list to ensure all disciplines are identified and adequately resourced. 
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Section 4 – External consultancy and budget (capital and revenue) 
 
 
External consultancy – a project can benefit from the involvement of external advisor input.  For example; they can bring 
experience from a range of other similar projects (greatly strengthening Lessons Learned experience); training programmes or 
specifications for design and works can be based upon previous projects (avoiding the need to “re-invent the wheel”); there may 
not be the resource or experience available within the authority to deliver the project. 
 
It is important that the work of external advisors is clearly scoped, procured and managed.  This in itself requires certain 
management experience and knowledge of the subject area to be effective.   
 
As a minimum, when external advisors are proposed they should be identified together with their expertise; their area of work 
defined for the project; and a brief explanation as to why this role cannot be provided from internal resources 
 
 
Capital budget  
 
This section should be completed by the Capital Finance Team with supporting information provided by relevant members of the 
wider project team. A Quantity Surveyor may also be required to provide a full cost plan for the project, which should be linked to 
the G3 submission.  A generic template for capital costs is available via the link included on the form.  Most projects will need 
significant development of the template to provide the required level of detail for the project.  An example is provided as an 
attachment to the exemplar project. 
 
Summarise the Capital Costs in the table provided to show the full capital cost of the project. 
 
 
Revenue budget – revenue costs are an important element of all projects.  As above this section should be completed by the 
Capital Finance Team with supporting information provided by relevant members of the wider project team However they are not 
always considered in sufficient detail at the beginning of a project when larger, initial costs can dominate discussions (e.g. capital 
costs for a building project). 
 
It is essential that the revenue costs are identified and understood for the full life of the project.   
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In the case of a capital building project you should consider revenue cost over a period of at least 25 years.  This can make the 
estimation of future revenue difficult, for example energy costs, insurance.  However it is important that the best possible 
predictions are made to demonstrate the true cost of the project. 
 
A generic template for revenue costs is available via the link included on the form.  Most projects will need development of the 
template to provide the required level of detail for the project.  An example of a 25 year budget is provided as an attachment to the 
exemplar project. 
 
Summarise the Revenue Costs in the table to show how implementation of the project will affect the revenue budget. 
 
 
Funding plan  
 
Identify all sources of funding, the financial year of expenditure and provide evidence that the funding has (or has not) been 
secured. 
 
Input from the Finance Team will be required to ensure appropriate agreements are in place with funders and that all cost 
implications are understood and taken in to account.  For example any form of borrowing to fund a project will incur finance or 
interest charges which will be added to the costs of the project. 
 
Early discussions with the relevant member of the finance team supporting your project are important to enable the appropriate 
completion of Capital budget, Revenue budget and Funding plan elements of the Business case (refer to the Finance and 
Resources section of the Gateway 2, Project Proposal to identify correct contacts within the Finance team for your project). 
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Section 5 – Risk identification and management 
 
 
The successful delivery of a project requires the early identification and subsequent management of project risks.  This can only 
be done with experience and a detailed knowledge of the project in question.   
 
Without this experience and knowledge, risks that are identified tend to be high-level and generic.  This can lead to false sense of 
confidence with real risks perhaps missed by less experienced project team while decision making proceeds without knowledge of 
relevant risks 
 
Risk analysis – the complexity of a risk analysis required depends upon the scale of a project, but more significantly on its 
complexity and sensitivity. 
 
For smaller, more straight-forward projects a Risk log is adequate, certainly initially.  This can either be attached as a separate file 
(use Browse function) or complete the Risk/Cause/Impact/Controls/Mitigation table, adding additional rows until all relevant risks 
have been identified 
 
If you are not confident that the project team can identify all relevant risks then discuss the position with your Directorate Risk 
Adviser 
 
For more complex/sensitive projects it will be appropriate to develop a detailed risk register.  A generic example is provided via the 
template hyper-link.   
 
The most important aspects of risk management are; 
 

o to involve all relevant individuals;  
o ensure they have relevant experience;  
o that the register is reviewed on a regular basis; and 
o the team’s consensus is communicated to the Project Board and all relevant parties 
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Lessons learned – lessons learned from other projects; their delivery and operation are a valuable source of ideas and advice 
when managing any project.   In particular lessons learned can inform the creation of a comprehensive risk log/register 
 
Use the Project/Lesson learned/How you will apply this table to identify the lessons that have been learned from elsewhere 
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Section 6 – Consultation and engagement 
 
 
The Council and its Leadership places emphasis on Local Choice with the requirement that we engage in a meaningful way with 
local communities.  This should be during the design and delivery of a project (e.g. a school, community hub or training 
programme) and in the setting of priorities for the spend of resources (e.g. highways maintenance, park maintenance and leisure 
facilities) 
 
Understanding the full range of individuals and organisations that are involved in a project is central to its effective management 
and timely delivery.  Only by identifying and engaging with all relevant parties is it possible to ensure good communications and 
identify concerns and risks at an early stage, thereby enabling effective, early mitigation. 
 
As a general approach the greater the level of consultation and engagement the more smoothly a project will be delivered and the 
better it will integrate with existing communities and business. 
 
 
Stakeholder analysis - for a large or complex project this will require detailed work and assessment by specialists.   
 
For medium and smaller projects a more straight-forward approach can be adopted with the project team either completing the 
hyper-linked template or by completing the Stakeholder/Point of view/Level of interest/Influence/General Approach fields.  Keep 
adding rows to the table using the Add key until you are confident all relevant Stakeholders have been identified. 
 
 
Member involvement - as noted on the submission form you are required to summarise how relevant Ward Councilors and 
Scrutiny Committee Members will be informed about and involved in the project. 
 
For larger, complex and/or contentious projects it will also be relevant to consider the local MP(s) and MEP.  Where a project is 
close to a ward or constituency boundary, or could impact on adjacent areas representatives from these areas should also be 
consulted and informed of the project. 
 
 
Partnerships – larger and complex projects are often delivered with partner organisations, examples include Newcastle Science 
Central which is being delivered jointly by NCC and Newcastle University.   
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These projects require careful, detailed pre-planning and for a formal agreement(s) to be in place between the various partner 
organisations.  This section of the submission form requires project partners to be identified and the formal agreement between 
them to be identified. 
 
Agreements of this type are by their nature unique and generally require specialist legal drafting.  Prior to completion of a full 
Partnership Agreement by all relevant parties it is normally the case that the various parties sign an early, simplified agreement.  
This is often refereed to as a Memorandum of Understanding (a straight-forward example of an MoU is available as a template, 
follow hyper-link).   
 
Any project that involves a Partnership (and therefore an MoU) will require early and specialist legal advice. 
 
 
Governance – the way in which a project is managed and decisions made, recorded and communicated is central to the 
successful delivery of all projects 
 
In this section of the form you are asked to state how decisions relating to the project will be made, including any Delegated 
Decisions needed.  Reference should be made to the various stages of the Corporate PMS (Project Management System), 
relevant policies and the experience of the team in delivering projects of this type 
 
The most straight-forward way to explain the Governance of a project is to refer to a management structure, see example in 
Appendix 3 to these guidance notes.  The complexity and the number of individuals included in a management structure will 
depend upon a number of factors, for example the scale and duration of the project, the number of partner organisation, whether 
the project is straight-forward or contentious.   
 
A management structure (graphical form) is an excellent way of illustrating relationships and can be used to show how a project 
will be managed, and explain how various decisions will be made and communicated. 
 
 
Reports and approvals – delivery of most projects requires a number of key documents to be created.  These may be demand 
studies, environmental impact, user/customer surveys, technical feasibility, capital and revenue cost estimates.  This section of the 
submission form provides an opportunity to identify and locate these documents.  These may be existing documents (in which 
case a link can be provided) or they may be reports that will be required at a later date. 
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It is also important to use this section of the form to identify the various approvals that a project will require.  These may be internal 
such as providing a report to a Project/Programme Board on a procurement process, regulatory, or external (e.g. partner 
organisation will have its own approvals process).   
 
By identifying all the relevant approvals a project may require early in its development the wider project team will be able to avoid 
unnecessary delays by planning these events into the development, delivery and operational phases of a project 
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Section 7 – Sign-off and submission 
 
 
Finance lead Comments – as noted on the submission form the Head of Finance has requested that all business cases with 
financial implications should be cleared by the relevant finance lead before they are submitted to the Programme Board 
 
Contacts are identified on the form; use the relevant hyper-link (underlined name) to forward the Gateway 3 document to the 
relevant Finance colleague and ask them to undertake a final review of capital and revenue cost sections.  This should be straight-
forward as these sections of the Business Case will have been compiled and finalised by the Finance team, see relevant sub- 
sections within Section 4, External consultancy and budget (capital and revenue) of these guidance notes 
 
It is the project manager’s responsibility to forward the forms to Finance colleagues and secure their sign-off, and any relevant 
comments, in sufficient time for the forms to be returned and submitted, refer below 
 
 
Documents attached – this is a checklist to help you ensure you have attached all relevant supporting information, it requires no 
direct action 
 
 
Submit to – once complete use the drop-down menu to identify the relevant Directorate Programme Manager and then submit the 
form by pressing Submit  
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GATEWAY 3 
 
 
Theme or Programme Board, Comments, Confirm appropriate consultations and approvals are in progress  
 
 
 
 
BMG, Comments, Technical and Environmental review of business case  - Long-term, sustainable solutions have to be the 
default option, if not then comprehensive explanation required 
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Appendix A – Example of high-level evaluation criteria for a major project 

New Tyne Crossing, contents and summary table only 
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Appendix B – Example of a relatively complex management structure for a major project 

New Tyne Crossing 
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